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While we’ve reduced our own 

emissions, perhaps Eaton’s 

most impactful contribution 

to global sustainability  

comes from our innovative 

products and solutions that 

help others minimize their 

carbon footprints.

For more than a decade, Eaton businesses have focused on the idea that “power management” is 
one of the most significant trends shaping the future, as the world’s energy demands grow along 
with our responsibility to protect the environment. To address this megatrend, we’ve transformed 
Eaton into a world leader in products and solutions that help customers manage power more 
efficiently, effectively, safely and sustainably. 

Our approach to sustainability grew from a commitment to our stakeholders: doing business 
right. Part of that commitment is addressing the potential impact of greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions on climate change. Since 2006, we’ve reduced these emissions by 26 percent through 
innovative process solutions, energy-efficient electrical equipment and lighting, and construction 
of facilities using energy-saving technology. And we’re on track to meet, or already exceed, our 
2015 goals: reduce GHG emissions by 25 percent and waste sent to landfills by 30 percent.

 While we’ve reduced our own emissions, perhaps Eaton’s most impactful contribution to global 
sustainability comes from our products and solutions that help others minimize their carbon 
footprints. Eaton’s electrical power control systems reduce power use in buildings and homes. 
Our acquisition of Cooper Industries in 2012 expanded our portfolio of electrical solutions 
with products such as LED lighting and critical smart-grid technologies for modern, sustainable 
electricity-delivery systems.

Our product portfolio also includes hybrid powertrains that boost fuel economy and reduce 
emissions in commercial vehicles; hydraulic aircraft systems that reduce weight and save fuel; 
automotive superchargers for enhanced fuel economy; electrical and hydraulic products for solar 
power and wind turbine systems; and many more. 

In 2013, we added new green solutions to our portfolio of products offering industry-leading 
environmental benefits: the 93PM UPS reduces energy use in data centers and other critical 
applications; the NPR48-ES Energy Saver Rectifier reduces energy use in cellular base stations; 
and a new hydraulics coupling minimizes leakage of sulfur hexafluoride, a potent GHG, from 
electrical switchgear made by other companies.

Eaton people worldwide are developing these and other breakthroughs in energy efficiency, fuel 
economy and GHG reduction. Every day, some of the best-known companies in the world turn to 
Eaton to solve their most challenging power management problems. We relish these challenges 
because, at Eaton, we’re always looking for new ways to deliver value in the products and services 
important to our customers’ success and a more sustainable world.
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